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Theme &
Passage(s)
Welcome

Worship

Theme - The Divine Crescendo / The Impossible made possible
Passages - Acts 2: 22-32 –

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcaWh4krgU8 - Short film about resurrection
(quite hard hitting - watch before showing!). Perhaps use the film as a discussion
starter.
Psalms and songs:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6_BLuhr0HQ - King of my heart
(Bethel)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ynpUnI5yJTM - Psalm 16
Worship Ideas:
http://paintedprayerbook.com/ - Various painted images & poems reflecting on
the resurrection

Word/
Read &
Reflect

Begin in silence, welcoming the Holy Spirit to guide you. If you haven’t already
read the passage read it now and then be silent. Read again. Be silent once
more, attentive to the Spirit.
Share out of this experience…
1. What scriptures are prompted in your thinking?
2. Do any particular Biblical truths stand out?
3. Is there anything that you don’t understand?
If time, consider some of the following questions…

Working it
out

Extra

1. Why does Peter preach (speak) to the crowd? Are you compelled to
preach (speak) of Jesus in the same manner?
2. How are you becoming more open to the Holy Spirit using you to speak
about Jesus & his resurrection?
3. Peter speaks about the central truth of the Christian faith. What is this
truth & what difference does it make to our lives?
4. The resurrection changes everything. It is the divine crescendo. It is
where the impossible becomes possible. If the resurrection is true … what
else does it enable us to understand is true?
Pray for resurrection life to come through Alpha
Pray for a sense of coming alive in the communities of Bookham, Cobham &
Leatherhead
Pray for resurrection in your work places - perhaps a resurrection of Christian
ethics & values
Has your view of the resurrection faded over the years? If it has why not seek
prayer ministry asking that it be renewed in your thinking and experience.

